
Since nineteen sixty-one, 
550 people have seen Earth from space  

and come home with a new perspective.

BIG PICTURE VIEW
Every person who has seen this view of our ‘blue dot’ has exhibited a clear change to a bigger picture, global view 

Copyright Future-U.org



MASSIVE TRANSITION

What might we notice about Earth right now  
with this kind of big picture view?

What if we could all have this experience? What would such a perspective allow us to see right now? - Something we all are living 
thru but silently struggle to grasp the full story of - massive and ongoing transition.



WHERE ARE WE GOING?

’GREAT DISPLACEMENT’  
  UNDERWAY AS 40-70% OF  
     JOBS UNDER THREAT

MASSIVE GROWTH OF  
    SOCIAL UNCERTAINTY 

EDUCATION SYSTEM 
    BUILT FOR YESTERDAY

‘POST-WORK’ ERA LEADS TO  
    HUGE RISE IN DEPRESSION  
         + LACK OF PURPOSE

TAX REVENUE 
             FALLING

Post-work creates major issues because our species is designed for meaningful employment - not necessarily with an economic base, but with a social one - to 
contribute. Take away the main legitimate/ accepted form of that and its not just that we have more ‘poor’ people, but that we have a much poorer society where 
historically we have seen people turn to increasingly negative alternatives. After all the mass education system we still have today largely originated during the 

industrial revolution as a way to solve this problem of purpose through the transition from rural to urban living.



AUTOMATION
AUGMENTATION
AMPLIFICATION

> Replaces humans
> Assists humans
> Expands human opportunities 

A3 MODEL
EXPLAINS IMPACT 
OF TECH IN 5 MINS:

DOWNLOAD PDF: FUTURE-U.ORG/A3MODEL
To help get the big picture, founder Jona Nalder has developed this model that can explain the impact new tech is having in 5 

mins so we can move on to discussing solutions 



“THE GREAT DISPLACEMENT”

THE ‘GREAT DISPLACEMENT’ OF WORK

A3 MODEL: AUTOMATE .              
           AUGMENT . AMPLIFY

This transition can be compared to the great depression of the 1930’s in terms of its scope and impact.



“THE GREAT DISPLACEMENT”

OR

A3 MODEL: AUTOMATE .              
           AUGMENT . AMPLIFY

Which leaves us with a choice - react with ideas that worked in the past, or find new adaptive solutions.



WITH A NEW MINDSET

How can we survive beyond this transition to a post-work era?
thrive

There is little doubt that we will survive, but thrive? That requires a new big picture mindset beyond what has worked in the past.



“TO THRIVE TOMORROW,  
TODAYS LEARNERS WILL NEED TO KNOW  

HOW TO MAKE THEIR OWN JOB” 
JONA NALDER

BUT ALSO,  
“TO RE-LEARN HOW CONTRIBUTE TO SOCIETY”

And this is it - but in a post-work world it also means ‘how to contribute to society’. 
And where would we choose to focus first to get the best kick off and ensure a new mindset takes hold in time? With Learners.



CREATIVITY THINKING 
SKILLS

PROJECT 
DELIVERY

STORY- 
TELLINGCOMMUNITY

WHAT SKILLS ARE NOW REQUIRED?

“TO THRIVE TOMORROW,  
TODAYS LEARNERS WILL NEED TO KNOW  

HOW TO MAKE THEIR OWN JOB” 
JONA NALDER

FUTURE LITERACIES
Thriving will require more than just one set of skills - it needs a set of meta-skills that can be applied to almost any job or social need. 



Play 
Making 
Curiosity 
Ok to fail 
Resilience

Pain points 
User-centred 
design 
Empathy 
Collaboration 
Networking 
Leadership

Design  
thinking 
Agile   
approach 
Coding 
Problem  
solving

Plan, deliver 
real-world 
projects 
Business + 
Entrepreneur 
skills 

Sharing 
solutions         
via story 
Branding  
Design      
Video

CREATIVITY THINKING 
SKILLS

PROJECT 
DELIVERY

STORY- 
TELLINGCOMMUNITY

FUTURE LITERACIES

BEHAVIOURS TECHNIQUES COMPETENCIES

Each of these meta-literacies can help future-proof learners (and workers) no matter what the future of work and employment and society looks like.



Play 
Making 
Curiosity 
Ok to fail 
Resilience

Pain points 
User-centred 
design 
Empathy 
Collaboration 
Networking 
Leadership

Design  
thinking 
Agile   
approach 
Coding 
Problem  
solving

Plan, deliver 
real-world 
projects 
Business + 
Entrepreneur / 
Intra-preneur 
skills

Sharing 
solutions         
via story 
Branding  
Design      
Video

CREATIVITY THINKING 
SKILLS

PROJECT 
DELIVERY

STORY- 
TELLINGCOMMUNITY

BEHAVIOURS TECHNIQUES COMPETENCIES

WE OFFER  
SOLUTIONS

?

?
?

WHICH ONES DOES YOUR ORG LACK?
And its only natural to ask ‘which ones do I / we have?’ This is a real chance to start the needed conversation - AND to 

celebrate the areas we may already be across.



Practical training experiences that put the 
FUTURE LITERACIES into practice today. 
Our goal = reach 100,000 learners

How can we apply the Future Literacies to make a difference?

:

Cr Ts Pd StCo

With this meta-skills framework in place to scaffold a new adaptive mindset, we can now move to practical ways to make a 
difference > Future-U calls these missions, and believes the problem is great enough to warrant a goal of impacting 100,000 

learners as a first step - because the future of our whole society depends on it.



A:

BOOK AN EXPERIENCE: 
Packages for Education, Business or Government to get your 
people ready to thrive. 
Focuses on all five Future Literacies, OR just the ones you need. 
3 hour . 2 day . 5 day options 

FirstonMars.net

Cr Ts Pd StCo

And what setting can grant learners big and small the big picture perspective needed so thinking, unthinking and rethinking differently happens? Mars. 



EDUCATION VERSION

By the time there is a community on Mars, it will be time to think - what does the first school, or classroom, or … need to look like? This scenario will spark 
the mars-shot thinking leaders, teachers, workers and students need - and allow them to then bring their new ideas back to ‘Earth’ to apply them today.



Intro to Mars 
2050 
Big picture 
thinking 
Creative role- 
play and 
immersion

Reach out to  
Mars Experts 
Research and 
imagine life for 
1000 martians 
Brainstorm 
project concept

Learn 
planning 
techniques: 
Design    
thinking 
Agile     
approach

Plan out    
project 
delivery 
Learn business  
+ Entrepreneur 
skills 

Learn media 
story-telling 
Think about 
branding 
Share project 
solutions          

FirstonMars.net

GAMIFIED EXPERIENCES:  
 

VIRTUAL REALITY . 360 VIDEOS . SKYPE W’ ASTRO-BIOLOGISTS . MISSION PATCHES . DIGITAL BADGES + MORE

YOUR CURRICULUM /  
             PROJECTS / PROGRAMS  
                      HERE

CREATIVITY THINKING 
SKILLS

PROJECT 
DELIVERY

STORY- 
TELLINGCOMMUNITY

This is how each of the five future literacies are supported by the First on Mars program. This program also includes unique gamification elements.



So, what kind of org can we build  
when we shift to a big picture perspective?

O  
Earth

In our lifetimes, human beings will see this view of Earth for themselves. With a similar long-range view, what org would we choose to build?



Future-U.org
Think beyond tomorrow to thrive today 

M E S S AG E  TO  S P O N S O R  /  B O O K  TO DAY:  
JONATHAN NALDER, FOUNDER 

@JNXYZ . FACEBOOK.COM/FUTUREUORG  
CONTACT@FUTURE-U.ORG

DOWNLOAD  ‘A3 MODEL’ PDF: FUTURE-U.ORG/A3MODEL

Contact us today.


